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Editorial
Public health studies have identified some 50-70 million Americans

chronically suffer from a sleep disorder that adversely affects their
functioning [1]. Added to this listing, are the results from Department
of Transportation identifying some 20% of car crash injuries in the
general population result from sleep deprivation effects on attention. A
comprehensive report by the Institute of Medicine of the National
Academies was published in 2006 that identified the impact of driver
sleepiness, medical costs from doctor visits/hospital services/
prescription/OTC medicines [2]. The response was five-fold to this
report: develop more technologies to detect sleepiness early, strengthen
research, establish interdisciplinary sleep programs in Academic
Health Centers, and establish a National Somnology of Sleep Medicine
Research and Clinical Network. Some results of this lead to more finite
identification of sleep insufficiency [1]. A 2014 Center for Disease
Control report identified cognitive impairments in concentration (e.g.,
concentrating on two things, remembering things). Significant (35%)
numbers of adults reported falling asleep unintentionally during the
day. Sleep insufficiency was also found in that report to be mildly
related to comorbidities of obesity and obstructive sleep apnea.
Additionally, the attrition in functioning due to low energy, fatigue and
cognitive impairment from sleep insufficiency further complicates the
problem.

Current Public Health goals are in response to world-wide emergent
condition: antibiotic resistance, prescription drug abuse, global health
security, human papilloma virus and polio virus [3]. “Winnable” battles
of increasing smoking cessation programming that will, in turn,
decrease chronic illness complications, improving health and

prevention of disease. Suggestions to the extension of these goals are
needed. Chronic illness and sleep insufficiency will need to be further
prioritized as it leads to the diminution of adult functioning.
Technology and trained Sleep Specialists are able to attend to the
detection and treatment of sleep disturbance/disorder if additional
Public Health messages provide a consistent message of need. Further,
the promotion of valid programming/intervention for improving sleep
health and decreasing drowsy driving in at risk populations of
adolescents still is needed [4]. Rigorous study of stress and sleep factors
in various populations has been underway. Continued focus and effort
in these areas are needed as they are expected to impact change in
chronic illnesses. The Public Health messages of 2006 and 2011 are
formidable in their identification of the need to address sleep
insufficiency, while emergent global needs occupy the Public Health
agenda, the pre-occurring messages about improving sleep quality
need to prevail.
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